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Austerity causes $1.3 million surplus
The University of Maine system has a
$1.3 million surplus from last year's
budget. the Board of Trustees were told at
their regular monthly meeting Wednes-
day.
The meeting was held at the Portland-
Gorham campus.
"Delayed expenditures resulting from
austerity programs throughout the univer-
sity, and a mild winter were the major
reasons for the favorable year-end bal-
ance." said Robert Masterton, chairman
of the board's finance committee.
"Continued high interest rates during
most of the year resulted in greater than
forecast earnings in temporary invest-
ments," he added.
Masterton said his committee was
extremely satisfied with the financial
management of the past year.
"However," he explained, "I want to
emphasize that through a stringent aus-
terity effort, which affected quality of
educational services, some expenditures
were delayed in order that resultant funds
rtiett wieland
could be reallocated to the university's
highest priorities."
He said austerity measures included a
moratorium on hiring, as well as a
reduction in courses and health and
counseling services.
Normally, 80 percent or about 5800,000,
of the surplus would be divided up among
the seven university campuses, with the
remaining 20 percent going into a general
fund. But, in this instance, $400,000 was
set aside by the trustees for university
employees salaries, pending the recom-
mendatior of the chancellor's external
salary study committee, whose report is
due Dec. 3.
Another $500,000 will go to a general
fund, to be parcelled out on the basis of
campus emergencies and other priorities,
as determined by Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy.
In other action, a report was given on
the status of the veteran's overpayment of
the GI Bill. The Veteran's Administration
(VA) intends to contact each veteran who
has drawn an overpayment and collect the
surplus from them. If the veterans are
unable to pay, the VA will turn to the
university for the overpayment. To date,
50 percent of the veterans contacted have
responded.
It was also announced that the UMO
Speech and Hearing Clinic has acquired a
$255,000 grant from the Albert D.Conley
Fund for Speech and Hearing. President
Howard R. Neville said he expects a total
of $325,000 to be eventually received from
the Conley estate.
The trustees also discussed the acquisi-
tions. The Board of Trustees will deter-
mine the use of the remaining 75 percent.
"In effect, this means that an plopel.,
owned by the university will be held in
trust by the trustees." explained Sally
Holm. press secretary for the chancellor.
Also, the trustees decided to change the
frequency of their meetings, from once a
month to every other month. Insufficient
time between meetings for planning, and
obtaining information was the reason
given for the change. The next meeting
will be held Dec. 3 in Bangor.
All-male dorms surpass
all residences in damages
A five to two to one damage ratio
exists between UMO's five male, eleven
co-ed and five female dorms according to
1975 spring semester dorm damage
figures released by the Department of
Residential Life.
The male and female dorms ousine 862,
and 824 students comprised 57 and 7
percent in damages respectively, while
co-ed dorms housing 2533 students com-
prised 36 per cent of all damages.
uorm damages totaled $18.658 during
the 1974-75 academic year, $6,640 in the
fall semester and $12,018 in the spring.
Neal Davis, assistant director of Residen-
tial Life, said the higher spring figure
stemmed primarily from high window
breakage during the winter months and
Bear's reign ends in November
by Astra Jurenas
The UMO Bear, having reigned over the
university mall for fourteen years. will be
removed from its pedestal in November.
The bear was found to be deteriorating
after its right paw and forearm fell off
during the fall of 1974. Water and
moisture penetrated the bear's interior
through cracks bringing about its gradual
decay by a wood-invading fungus which
spred to 80 per cent of the statue's wood.
The statue has deteriorated to the point
that it now could topple.
University officials explored two possi-
bilities to replace the bear, as it could not
be saved. The first plan proposed that the
original sculptor. Jean Julien Bourgault of
St. Jean Port Joli, Quebec., to create
anothee wooden bear. The second
proposed to construct a fiberglass replica.
Parker Cushman, director of the Physi-
cal Plant, said Bourgault came to Orono
last spring to plan creating a new bear, a
duplicate of the original treated with more
effective chemicals to avert the fate of the
present bear. The bill for the bear's
replacement totals $13,000, a 62 per cent
increase over the $5,000 original cost.
Because the bear's extensive deteriora-
tion presents a hazard serious enough to
call for its removal. the Physical Plant
Dept. will dispose of the statue next
month, Cushman said.
University officials have explored every
possible source to fund the bear's
replacement. but to no avail. Vice-Presi-
dent for Finance and Administration, John
Blake. said an inexpensive solution has
not arisen after a futile six-month search
for funds. He said it is difficult to find
money in these "tight times". Blake
added he approached the Alumni Associa-
tion and student government, but both
responded they could not completely or
partially pay for the bear's replacement.
Nevertheless, the pedestal will remain
in the hopes the bear, having become a
'campus trademark', will be replaced.
Lester Nadeau. director of the Alumni
Center. said he proposed to the alumni
reunion last May that funds be allocated
to replace the ailing bear. He said the
proposal was rejected in favor of other
more pressing matters, such as the
Second Centurt Fund drive.
General Student Senate President Jim
McGowan said the chances for student
government funding are "next to noth-
ing—. He said the GSS could only give a
fraction of the total replacement cost, and
even then it remains doubtful the senate
would approve a request.
The class of 1962 presented the Black
Bear statue to the university. On behalf of
the 1962 class. the Tom Kand Advertising
Agency of Bangor contacted the interna-
tionally-known wood sculptor. Bourgault.
to sculpt the bear.
A summer's work produced the one-ton.
18-foot statue carved from laminated
sections of white pine and coated with a
heavy, black plastic finish. The statue
was transferred to UMO in the fall of
1962. where it was placed outside the
Memorial Gym.
trom previously unreported damages
found during year-end room checks. The
university absorbed 513,768 or 74 per cent
of 1974-75 damages as responsibility could
not be placed. Students were held
responsible for $4,890 in breakage. $9145
Davis said repair funds are drawn from
room and board fees.
Wells complex was responsible for the
largest amount of damage for the year.
accounting for 30 per cent or about $5.650.
The Steward dorms came behind Wells
with 20 per cent, followed by Hilltop with
17 per cent, 16 per cent at York complex.
and 15 per cent at the Stodder area dorms.
Two per cent of all damages were not
assigned to any one complex.
In Steward complex. 75 per cent of all
damages occurred in Gannett Hall, the
only male dorm in the complex. Gannett
also claimed the campus damage title,
accounting for 52.350 in breakage.
40 per cent of the destruction in Wells
complex occurred in its three male dorms,
Corbett. Hannibal Hamlin. and Oak. Coed
Dunn Hall placed a distant second to
Gannett in overall totals with $1,231 in
breakage.
At the other end of the spectrum,
Kennebec Hall, an all female dorm in
York complex reported only $39 in
damages for the year.
Davis said the majority of damage is
done to glass objects, including light
globes, glass dors, windows and mirrors.
Broken items, he added, range in cost
from three dollars for a broken ceiling tile
to $51 for a thermopane window and $100
for a wooden room door.
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Weekend
e other
Friday
Partly sunny, highs in the 60's, light
variable winds. 10 per cent chanc•
of showers.
Saturday—Monday
Fair weather, highs in the upper
50's and 60's. lows in the 40's.
What's
on
Friday. Oct. 24
WORKSHOP-Dr. Fritz Redl will discuss
-How to Survive with Junior Without
Malang A Mess of it." Portt. ad Hall.
BCC. 7:30 p.m. Admission $2.50 for
general public. $1.50 for students.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMMIT-
TEES-Sign up through today, student
government office, top floor, Memorial
Union.
WILDE-STEIN-International Lounge. 7
p.m.. Memorial Union.
TICKETS-"The Thurber Carnival- Maine
Masque state touring production. First
come, first serve. Ticket Office. Hauck
Auditorium. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE-"International House:"
"The Vagabond". 100 Nutting Hall. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
PHYSICS SEMINAR-Michael Vietti will
speak on -On a Clear Day You Can See
One Meter: A Study of Smog.•• 4:10 p.m.
140 Bennett Hall.
FROSH SOCCER-Maine vs. Bridgton
Academy. 1:30 p.m.
FROSH FOOTBALL-Maine vs. Bridgton
Academy. 2:00 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 25
ANNUAL CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES
FAIR-Damn Yankee. 10-2 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE-Alfred Hitchcock's "To
Catch a Thief'. 7 and 9:30 p.m. 100
Nutting Hall.
Sunday. Oct. 26
MAINE MASQUE PRODUCTION-"The
Thurber Carni% al" at Hauck Auditorium
Oct. 26 and 27. Curtain time 8:15.
Admission free.
mmiday. Oct. 27
GRADUATE CENTER FILM-
"Siddhartha- - and 9:30 p.m. 153
Barrows Hall. 50c.
HEERLEADING TRYOUTS-Varsity and
J.V. basketball cheerleading tryouts Oct.
2. 28. 29. and 30. 8:00 p.m. Lengyel
gym.
news.briefs
The annual Classified Employees Fair
will be held in the Damn Yankee room
tomorrov. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The fair
will feature a pumpkin carving contest
open to all students and groups. Judging
will be at noon and prizes will be given.
Cooking. pottery and painting demonstra-
tions will also take place. A variety of
booths will be selling baked goods. plants.
stamps. old boods and other items.
Faculty get teaching tips at seminar
State Sen. Ted Curtis, Jr. (R. Orono)
was the keynote speaker. Friday at
"Improvement of Post-Secondary Educa-
tion", a conference for post-secondary
instructors, held at the Holiday Inn in
Bangor.
The conference, sponsored by the UMO
Seminar on Faculty Teaching (SOFT), was
part of an effort to improve the methods
and effectiveness of post-secondary in-
structors. Soft began such efforts last
spring by conducting a survey of UMO
faculty.
Curits, calling his talk "a view from
Augusta," defended the legislature,
calling it "overwhelmingly" supportive of
academic freedom. He also mentioned the
university's budget problems and reduced
teaching staff, asking the audience,
comprised mainly of instructors, to look at
these problems from the student's point of
view.
He offered the group the following
guidelines for better teaching: faculty
should teach students to think, insist upon
excellence, encourage comparisons to
everyday life, teach students to utilize all
resources available (especially the
library), share their knowledge, and
remember their own status.
Dr. Nobel Peterson, a faculty member
of the Institute of Natural and Environ-
mental Resources at the University of New
Hampshire followed Curtis with a talk on
"attention getters" in the classroom.
Peterson said he tries to stimulate
student's imaginations by playing music
at the start and finish of class, and using a
color wheel, which he calls an emotion
wheel, to produce a light show. He also
projects cartoons on the ceiling or wall if
he feels the students' attention is slipping.
On the more conventional side, he gives
II handouts after class, insisting that
these distract students if passed out
during class. He also bans smoking, which
he said could ruin the effect of his lecture.
Peterson suggested that instructors
make frequent eye contact with students.
especially in a large lecture. He calls
exams quizzes. he said, because it make
the students less nervous.
The survey taken by SOFT, which
elicited 398 responses, attempted to
determine attitudes on various topics from
UMO-BCC faculty and administration
members.
• Most of the respondants indicated they
came to Maine because of the geographic
location, academic freedom, and salary.
However, 244 stated they were dis-
satisfied with salary and fringe benefit
offerings.
277 thought student involvement in
faculty evaluation would be desirable and
239 would include their collegues in these
performance evaluations. More than 300
would exclude deans and alumni from
such evaluations.
0
EVERY MONDAY
There will be a
help-session/Lecture at
12:10 p.m. (Lunch time) in
Hauck Auditorium.
Have you ever thought
of utilizing your business
training and people
abilities in the fast food
industry?
If this is the case
McDonald's,
may be your opportunity!
Ninety-five percent of our employ-
ees have started from the manager
trainee level. Our highly successful
and professional training program
has developed many highly motiva-
ted people into successful middle
management positions.
We need responsible. creative,
and. most important—people orien-
ted individuals for our training
program. Our success can be mea-
sured in the way our crews and
management are handled
We offer a career that includes:
excellent fringe benefits, growth
potential. and a starting salary of
S3.300 per year. Our pay for
performance policy allows the indiv-
idual to progress as quickly as they
are able.
Interviews will be held in Portland, Maine
at the Exit 8 Howard Johnson's from 9am to 5pm
on Sunday, October 26, 1975. You may also call
827-3495, or, in Portland, 774-5861 and we will set up
interviews with you in the Bangor area
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McGowan has stated that he would like
to see a student voice in collective
bargaining. His office is currently working
to prepare legislation towards achieving
that goal.
Neville also spoke about the general
morale of the campus which he called
"not really good". He explained that the
problem lay not only in the salary-wage
dispute. but in the social-economic climate
of the state.
"Many people have simply lost their
determination to achieve a good univer-
sity," Neville said.
The Second Century Fund could be
receiving a $1.5 million boost, according
to Neville, "if three major potential
donors come through." This would make
the overall total $3.8 million, which would
Neville said, "put us in pretty good
shape."
Twin City
Optician
tel 945-3484
368 Harlow St.
lntown Plaza
Bangor Maine 04401
Optician: Sales
and Service
member of the FEPC. Sen. Bob Small
(Chadbourne) added that in a complex-
wide election, candidates would have to
campaign harder to obtain office, and by
implication, would be ready to work
harder as senators.
But a complex-wide election would
discourage many potentially competent
people from running simply because they
didn't know enough people to win,
claimed the resolution's detractors.
Senator Rita Laitres (Knox), a
freshman, commented after the vote that
freshmen would hesitate to run in such an
election, minimizing input from that
segment of the student body.
Moreover, if senators were elected in
the complex at large, students would less
likely to know their senator or to contact
him with their ideas, especially if a
senator did not happen to be chosen for
each dorm, another senator added.
Gordon Braley (Chadbourne) said he
voted against the resolution because the
more districts there are, the better
representation there is. He compared the
proposal to a plan to redistrict the U.S.
Senate for 25 seats in the North and 25 in
the South.
In the face of the close defeat, Eves
said, "Reforms never happen the first
time around anyway." He expressed
disappointment that so many off-campus
senators were absent. since their votes
could have affected the outcome. But
Pease says the resolution will certainly
return to the floor in the future, though he
set no specific date.
In other action, the GSS passed
unanimously a resolution formally
recognizing the $10,000 budget of the
Student Legal Service (SLS). When the
GSS budget was passed last spring, the
SLS budget was not included, since
insufficent funds were available at the
time.
But $6,000 became available with a fund
shift between BCC and UMO. which
added to the $4,000 set aside last spring
will provide $8,000 for lawyer Russ
Christensen's salary and $2,000 for the
legal office's supplies.
The $6,000 came from a reallocation of
funds that gives UMO the activity fee of
all student residents on the Orono
campus. Previously, all two-year students
paid activities fees to Bangor and all
four-year students to Orono, even if they
lived at Bangor. The senate voted to
request that the Memorial Union Govern-
ing Board reinstall the courtesy tele-
phones in the Union. Sponsor Dan
O'Leary (off-campus(said off-campus
students find them very useful, and the
senate motion would give further support
to the student petition now being circu-
lated for that reason.
Architect posits city planning
as solution to housing problem
"The design of cities is one of the
oldest, most developed activities of all
time," insisted Paul Spreiregen. speaking
to students in Hauck Auditorium Monday
evening.
Planning cities. or *'environmental
design". is a pet interest of Spreiregen,
an architect-planner from Washington.
D.C. h is an area he feels is permeated
with misinformation.
One myth he would like to dispel is the
belief that only absolutist societies can
design cities. Some of the world's most
creative cities were built by democratic
societies, he said.
Spreiregen also denied the common
belief that American cities have sprouted
up haphazardly. without design or pur-
pose. He feels there are many examples
of city design in America, and pointed out
as examples Central Park in New York
City. devised to break the gridiron pattern
of Manhattan. Boston Common, and
Washington. D.C.
Spreiregen discussed the history of
environmental design. dating back to the
earliest villages, which were constructed
as fortresses to resist invaders. With
slides, he illustrated the planning of such
famous cities as Athens, Rome, Venice,
Versailles, and Paris.
The development of American cities was
influenced by the Spanish. French. and
English, the architect said, and in entirely
different ways. The French Inuit cities on
waterways, while the Spanish were dry
land settlers. Both built their cities to
maximize available resources.
Other influences of American city
design were the land ordinances implem-
ented around 1785 to facilitate the move
westward, and the National Transpor-
tation Plan of 1803 that resulted in the
construction of U.S. Route 1 from Florida
to Maine.
Spreiregen noted that there has been a
great rebirth of interest in building and
rebuilding cities over the last 25 years.
evidenced by the surge of urban renewal
programs in the past decade.
But we need more than urban renewal
programs.—we need experimental
designs to combat the problems of
American cities. He described two
examples of possible projects: one project
in the Appalachians would build all the
residential areas up on the ridges
overlooking the valleys, saving the val-
uable flat land for agricultural spaces
which will be needed in the future;
another plan would implement an elab-
orate siphon system that would drain
water off the land and into a lake in times
of flood, and would reverse the process in
times of drought.
"If we can build 747's. we can do this,"
Spreiregen said. "And." he added, "we
sorely need it."
WANTED-by Counseling Center
Seven Students for Advisory Committee
Criteria: 
Interest in Counseling Center
Commitment to performing specific task
each week
Commitment to weekly meetings
Contact:
Charles 0. Grant, Ph. D.
Director
101 Fernald Hall
F
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Vote falls one short
Senate rejects reapportionment proposal
by Carlene B. Hill
The General Student Senate (GSS)
voted against more equitable numerical
distribution of senators Wednesday night
in a close battle over a redistricting
proposal.
The resolution to redistrict the campus
which provided for senatorial elections by
complex rather than by dormitory, was
defeated by one vote.
The nineteen votes favoring the resol-
ution surprised many, since when the bill
was tabled a week ago, sentiment ran
strongly against it. A fraternity complaint
that dorms were overrepresented in the
senate prompted the resolution, according
to Sen. Jamie Eves (off-campus). Eves is a
member of the Fair Election Practices
Committee (FEPC), which sponsored the
resolution. Three of the 18 present
on-campus districts have as many as one
senator for each 103 students, but one
senator per 150 is the GSS constitution's
target figure. By that criterion, 11 districts
are overrepresented.
Eves added that the redistricting would
also make more equitable the differences
in representation between dorms. Cur-
rently, three dorms each have only one
senator for nearly 200 residents. In
contrast with the most overrepresented
dorms in which just over 200 students are
represented by two senators. "You're
saying a person in Penobscot is twice as
good as a person in Aroostook," com-
mented Sen. Carl Pease (HHH-Oak).
Under the redistricting proposal, the
greatest overrepresentation would be in
Hilltop complex, with one senator for 139
students, while the worst underrepresen-
tation would be in Wells, with one senator
representing 155 constituents.
Increased competition would be an
advantage of the proposal, said Pease, a
-
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Decision due on salaries
President Howard Neville fielded ques-
tions from members of the American
Association of University Professors (AA-
UP) at their monthly meeting, Monday,
touching lightly on the sticky salary-wage
issue facing the University.
Neville told the sparse gathering that a
break on the salary problem would come
"between now and Dec. 3.". By that time
several proposals will come before the
Board of Trustees, including a plan to use
$370,000 in surplus monies from last year
as a "one-time, one-year inflationary
bonus."
Neville said the proposal, which he will
make, would most likely receive a hearing
before the Board of Trustees in several
days.
AAUP President Charles Major noted
that the $370,000 wouldn't make much of
a dent in the salaries of 1,600 university
employes, but it would help until the
salary issue is decided. Faculty members
hope for a 9 to 12 per cent increase and
also increased fringe benefits, including
individual office space for each faculty
member.
Major also commented on the collective
bargaining issue, rioting that a special
session of the legislature was the only
answer to the problem of handling faculty
and employee demands. "The students do
get left out somewhat, but we're just
trying to give them quality in their
education. Collective bargaining is not
something they should fear."
General Student Senate President Jim
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Another World in Somerset
The commercial flashed off the screen. Enter
loud organ music and a still photo of a four story
brick and glass building. Enter an announcer's
voice. "And now once again it's time for
'Somerset'."
So begins another half hour of melodrama,
geared, not for the average housewife, but for
the average college student.
The first scene opens with two silouetted
figures stealing out of a two-story concrete
building, carrying what appears to be a pie. Out
of the shadows steps a jacketed figure with his
back to the camera. He grabs the pie from the
twosome, asks their names and walks into the
building.
The scene fades, followed immediately by a
commercial for Cheer detergent and another for
Saniflush.
The commercials cut away to the story. It's
two days later, and the two figures seen in the
first scene are standing before a bank of 150
mail boxes. Both are holding open letters above
their heads in clenched fists. "We've been
evicted," they cry.
The organist plays a deep resonant chord.
The story fades to another commercial and
then to the closing credits. The announcer's
voice is heard once again saying "Tune in again
next week for another day at 'Somerset'.
Next week, same introduction. The story
opens with the camera showing an open door
labeled Dean of Student Affairs. As the camera
moves in, three figures become visible. The two
men seen in front of the mail boxes the previous
week are now facing a man sitting behind a
desk covered with neat piles of paper.
The man behind the desk says, "I'm afraid I
have to reject your appeal.'
STORY
END im mitimmthiimm
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The two men race out of the office, yelling
"We'll take it to court!" as the camera fades to
a commercial.
After the ad break, the scene shows a
beautiful young woman huddled in a corner
crying with heart-rending sobs. "What am I
going to do," she wailed. "He's been evicted!"
The organ throbs a long, loud note.
Next installment.
People are dancing to loud rock music in a
semi-lighted room. Suddenly, the music stops
and six men in rouge and rags enter the room
miming the lyrics to a song that just began to
play. Their shirtc say "Eviction Blues Band."
editorials 
People start to leave the party. And the band
mimes on. A Pampers commercial flashes on
the screen.
An organ note announces the return to the
story. In the dark hallway outside the party, the
girl seen sobbing in the previous week's
segment is talking with one of the pie men
(obviously her boyfriend).
"Your own private room?" she asks. The
man nods, and she giggles with delight.
"I turned it down, he said. "I'm going to
fight for my rights," he adds dramatically.
The girl breaks into those heart rending sobs
again, as the organ sounds the closing notes of
the segment.
The fourth installment begins at the Dean of
Student Affairs office. The dean is sitting at his
desk talking to two lawyers directly in front of
him. One of the attorneys says something about
going to court, and the organ sounds. Time for a
laxative commercial.
The story returns showing the pie man (the
same one seen last week), driving down the
street in a shiny new car. A sign on the back of
the car says, "Off campus or bust."
Meanwhile, back at the dorm, the other pie
man vows to fight on. Another organ note.
The announcer's voice sounds over the music.
"Somerset' is a continuing serial. Stay tuned
for 'As the Coffeehouse Moves."
The bear bared
It seems almost symbolic in this fiscal year,
when everything is ready to fall down about our
heads, that UMO's official Maine Bear is being
pulled down before it topples on its own.
In a monetary crisis such as the one we now
lace, we would be the last to advocate replacing
the bear to the not-so-merry tune of
S13,000—but we'll still miss the big fella.
Most of the students now on campus probably
cannot imagine UMO without envisioning the
big bear looming high atop its pedestal at the
end of the mall. And those faculty members and
classified employees who were here even before
the bear was erected by the Class of 1962 still
must remember how empty the Gym lawn
looked before the bear was sculpted.
So for 14 years the Maine Bear fiercely
guarded the gym gateway. But after November,
when Physical Plant workers take it down for
good, the bear will be gone, with no
replacement imminent.
We don't wish to seem too teary-eyed over
the loss of our familiar friend. But when the
bear is removed we're willing to bet that most
everyone associated with UMO will miss it.
Even though these are "tight times," it's
quite possible that most students, faculty and
classified employees on campus might have
considered kicKing in one dollar toward the
bear's survival—had they been asked. Our
Black Bear is the kind of trademark which many
people are willing to support—even monetarily.
Neither the student government nor the
Alumni Association felt capable of contributing
to such a fund. And neither did the
administration. But, forgetting about such
groups restricted by their budgets, what about
just asking everyone, personally to chip in?
Not everyone would have. But there would
have been some donations, and it would have
been a start.
And at this point even the promise that a bear
will be rebuilt sometime in the future would be
better than the prospect of no bear at all.
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out and save
In today's AE section. the Maine Campus is
pleased to bring you a survey of the eating
establishments in the Orono-Old Town area. In this
article, both good and bad points are pointed out as
much as possible, as well as an inkling as to what is
available.
As many persons already know, the food
available ranges from a palatable delights to
gastronomical catastrophes. The purpose of this
sampling is to give our readers a better idea of the
places which they haven't already visited.
All of the places listed have been graced by one
or more members of the Maine Campus staff within
the past month, and hopefully, all local establish-
ments have been included.
And now, here they are, listed in alphabetical
order:
Bears Den
The Bear's Den can be like eating a cold greasy
hamburger in the press of a dismal discotheque or
like enjoying a cheeseburger grilled specially for
you at a friend's apartment. In a crowded moment,
rows of staling sandwiches and blasts of jukebox
rock are the Den's prime offerings, and you're
better off to head out with an ice cream cone
(excellent!) or hot-spiced apple cider. Quiet times,
though. mean your sandwich will be made just for
your.
Fast food fans like the french fried and double
cheeseburgers; salads can be good; onion rings
delicious. Cookies, some claim, aren't up to
cafeteria standards, and if you can, avoid the
coffee. Live entertainment comes with the beer
Tuesday through Thursday nights starting at 8
p.m.—mostly indifferent, sometimes good, some-
times bad. The Psaltery made a pleasing special
appearance last Monday night.
Cafeterias
More than 4.500 people eat here daily, making
them the busiest eating places in the area. The
menues vary greatly from day to day, but not from
week to week. Most who eat here would like to
forget they have. These are the infamous UMO
cafeterias.
The best you can say about the cafes is that they
serve in quantity and variety. And the deserts are
usually of good quality. The remainder is a gastric
catastrophe.
As defense mechanism, most cafeteria fre-
quenters turn to humor while eating. So. the
wide-ranging menu has spawned an equally
wide-range of names for the meals. There's
chopped sewage. slime-bergers, greasy grilled
cheese, paper turkey. and that intestinal bane beef
stoke-me-off.
No doubt the cooks try hard, but most times the
result is a dismal failure.
Damn Yankee
Damn Yankee? Damn good. And pretty diverse,
too. The population, that is.
The crowd ranges from regular students to
extraordinary students to regular professors,
extraordinary professors, and an occasional admin-
istrator. You can probably find the type of
personality you feel like spending lunch with if you
keep trying.
The food is good. as good as can be measured by
a quick sampling under deadline pressure. The
menu changes every day. and it has a walk-through
cafeteria-style line, sort of a glorified Fernald Hall
with a slightly higher decibel level. It sports one of
the thickest chowders, whatever the flavor of the
day, in the area. Entrees are offered in good-sized
helpings, too, which stretches the stomach without
stretching one's budget. The Damn Yankee
wouldn't be a bad choice once in a while for a
between-class meal, even if you want to impress
someone.
An
intelligent
guide
to
stomach
stuffing
Fernald Hall
A lesser ionmn place' du manger on campus is a
small snack-bar located in the old University Rood
Store—better known today as the Fernald Snack.
Bar. When compared with all other on-campus food
purveyors, Fernald comes out a clearly shining
first.
The nicest thing about Fernald is the people who
frequent it. In some ways it can be considered as
somewhat the private domain of the music,
journalism, speech. chemistry, and art depart-
ments. as well as MPBN. since those are the people
you regularly see there. The hours are Mon.-Fri..
a.m. to 4 p.m. and the people who work there are
extremely pleasant to exeryone.
With its hours Mon. thru Fri.. 7 a.m. to 4 p.m..
Fernald offers a fairly comprehensive menu of
sandwiches and the like. Prices are reasonable and
the food is good. One interesting sandwich is the
Fernald Special. an Italian sandwich made on a
round bun with ham. etc. Other specialties are
cheese-dogs. club sandwiches, and a soup or
chowder of the day.
Ford Room
By all standards, the classiest eatery on campus
is by far the Ford Room. If you're a student.
however, be prepared to take all sorts of dirty looks
from the selp-placed "elite" members of the
faculty, who feel the Ford Room is their private
domain.
The food is acceptable. and the menu interesting.
Sandwiches are common, but a hot entree is
available each noon at lunch. Complete with white
tablecloths, silver, and water goblets, it is an
interesting diversion to go there once in a while, if
only to fend off dirty looks from the faculty.
The one major drawback is the small size of the
dining room. Spillover is taken care of in the room
across the hall from its location on the third floor, of
the Memorial Union. Sometime try the candlelight
buffet, held before Maine Masque productions.
*continued on pane AE 4Our*
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The Who By Numbers
The Who
MCA MCA-2161
In the last month, the record companies
have had their production lines in high
gear. Massive numbers of albums have hit
the racks and the air waves.
Three weeks ago. another two year
cycle ended. The Who released their latest
effort," 'The Who by Numbers", their first
studio album since "Quadrophenia" was
released in Oct. 1973.
"The Who by Numbers" is classic
Who, similar in type. but not musical
style, to -Who's Next", the album
everyone knows about. The disc sounds
like a little bit of everything Pete
Townsend and company have done before.
and yet different.
While not a concept album like
"Tommy" and "Quadrophenia". the ten
songs are a treatment of the dilemma of
every man, or maybe just one man—
Townsend.
The first cut. "Slip Kid", sets the
theme and the tone with a sighing and
moaning Townsend lead guitar solo, and
statements like "It's a hard, hard world",
and "No easy way to be free." The
struggle of growing old which dominates
the entire album, is stated in the warning
"Keep away old man, your history won't
rule me."
Pessimism is woven throughout many of.
the cuts, but especially "However Much I
Booze", which talks about the self
delusion of a man who feels trapped by
life. "I just can't face my failure/I'm
nothing but a well-fucked sailor"..."And
however much I squirm/There ain't no
way out."
The man caught between youth and age
appears again in "Dreaming from the
Waist", saying "I'm too old to give up.
too young to rest.''
Side two opens with a rocking John
Entwistle number, the only song
To nsend did not %%rite, a biting. cynical
commentary about success in the rock
music business.
•'They're all in Love" follows, featuring
Tim nsend's acoustic guitar and guest
Nicky Hopkins' grand piano. The song
Picture and Gilt Shop
23 Main Street
Bangor, Me,
The Nicest Cards In Town
HALLOWEEN
The time has
come to get your
decorations.
Make your room a
gathering place for
ghosts, goblins, spooks
and spirits.
sea.,
with its harmonies in the chorus, awakens
memories of the "Magic Bus" and "I Can
See for Miles" Who of the mid-60's.
Cynicism, suspicion, and paranoia are
the trademark of "How Many Friends",
another hard rocking number, featuring
Townsend on piano.
That tone and style carry over into "In a
Hand or a Face", the album finale
highlighted by the eccentric drumming of
Keith Moon. The song contains a refer-
ence to the Philadelphia Enquirer reporter
who rummaged through Henry
Kissinger's garbage earlier this year.
"There's a man going through your
dustbin/only this time he's looking for
food/ ...Only this time you can't help
him/can a detail correct your dismay?"
The best cut on the album is the last
song on the first side "Imagine a Man". a
Townsend acoustic guitar piece backed
by Hopkins on piano. Roger Daltrey sings
the story of "a man tied up in life", full of
references to age and eternity. "Imagine a
road/so long looking backward you can't
see where it really began."
Man's struggle in life is pictured as "a
load so large and so smooth a man is an
ant.•'
The tune is full of references to past and
future, which are accentuated by the
echoing words and music. "Imagine a
soul/so old it is broken/and you know
your invention is youth"..." Imagine a
past that you wished you had lived/full of
heroes and villians and fools."
The two fun songs on the disc contain
the major departures made by the
foursome. In "Squeeze Box", Townsend
plays a banjo riff that lightens up an
already jovial song. Stranger still, "Blue
Red and Grey" is a ukelele number
backed only by John Entwistle's horns.
Adding to the outlandishness of the
production. the album cover is a partially
completed Entwistle drawing of the group
smashing their equipment. which the
purchaser is invited to complete by
connecting the numbered dots.
Whether connecting the dots or the
numbers' themes. "The Who by
Numbers" is a good effort by the most
creative remnant of the 1960's British rock
and roll revolution. by Mike Kane
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COLOR TV
POOL-GAMES
Mon. —Thurs.
4 p.m.-1 a.m.
Fri.—Sat.
1 p.m—lam.
STEAMED
HOTDOGS
Fri & Sat
Afternoons
Kick Off Your Muddy Boots
Graeme Edge Band
Threshold THS 15
From Mighty Oaks
Ray Thomas
Threshold THS 16
As predicted in the final Arts &
Entertainment section last spring, two
more of the Moody Blues have stepped
forward and released albums of their own.
This time, however, the releases came
seperately.
"From Mighty Oaks" is by flutist/
vocalist Ray Thomas, who like all the
other Moodys, has formed his own band.
In Oaks, Thomas maintains a sound which
is a recognizable version of the former
group's music. One not-so-surprising
element is the title cut, which is an
instrumental with strong orchestral over-
tones, a form often used by the Moodys
when still together.
When recording the disc, Thomas used
many of the same behind-the-scenes
people who were used While the group
was still intact. And the unmistakable
style of Phil Travers is seen in the cover
painting.
Musically, Thomas' style is mellow,
highly orchestrated, but without the high
mysticism prevalent in most of the
previous work by the Moody Blues. There
is no "best cut" on the album—all of
them are good. One reason the vocals
almost duplicate the former group's sound
is that Thomas sang most of the vocal
parts when the Moodys were together.
TEN % OFF
-woo'
SAUL
BELLOW
Humboldt s
Gift
a fund
with this ad at the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Humboldt's Gift
is now #5 on
Publisher's Weekly
Bestseller List
offer expires Oct. 31
"Kick Off Your Muddy Boots," how-
ever, is somewhat disappointing for
anyone expecting another album in the
Moody Blues style. Graeme Edge was the
drummer for the Moodys, and unlike
Thomas, who wrote each song in his
release, Edge wrote only one-third of the
cuts. The others were written by a relative
unknown. Adrian Gurvitz, who plays lead
guitar.
Neither Thomas nor Edge used Peter
Knight and his London Festival Orchestra
for back-up in the recording—as did the
Moodys and former members Dustin
Hayward and John Lodge. who combined
to produce an album last spring.
The Edge and Thomas recordings were
made in the Threshold Studios, built
especially for the members of the Moody
Blues.
Muddy Boots is a concert LP, but it
seems to lack a definite focal point. The
lead cut. "Bareback Rider," however, has
an extremely interesting introductory
mellotron passage. Dyed-in-the-wool
Moodys fans will not be let down by the
Thomas recording. On the other hand.
Edge's release is a far sight from the
sound of the Moodys. It is well thought
out, but tends more toward rock and roll.
by Steve Ward
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Candle Supplies
Dyes- Scents- Molds- Wicks
Wax 55 lb. case $17.00
11 lb. slab 4.00
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Picture the Appomattox confrontation of
April 9. 1865 between Generals Lee and
Grant. The Civil War has just ended.
General Grant is somewhere in his camp
getting drunk. Lee marches his troops in
to surrender and Grant, thinking he has
lost the war, hands Lee his own sword.
This excerpt, along with a collection of
other short writings and cartoons by
James Thurber. calles "A Thurber Carni-
val" will be performed on Oct. 26-27 by
the Maine Masque Theatre.
Writer/Cartoonist Thurber has been
considered by many the best American
humorist since Mark Twain. His cartoons
have appeared in The New Yorker and
various other magazines, and the televis-
ion program "My World and Welcome to
It", popular a few years ago. was based
on Thurber's life as a cartoonist.
The nine Maine Masque actors, under
the direction of Al Cyrus will be playing
multiple roles, and some of the skits will
be as short as five seconds. Roger Willey.
one of the actors, compared the produc-
tion to "Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In
because of its fast moving "quickie put
togethers"
One piece. "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty•', has a meek, hen-pecked husband
daydreaming that he is a fabulous doctor
a navy pilot and various other occupations
"Mitty— presents an example of Thur•
ber's ability to blend absurdity witr
realistic insight on humanity.
Screen projections of Thurber's cartoon
drawings will provide the background for
some of the shorts. Music for the
photo by Islander
Typesetter
by the
Maine Campus
Mill St., Orono, Me.
Th'PIPY
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Brick Cellar
DOWNSTAIRS
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Hanson & Brown
Mon.—Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sun. 5 p.
m. to 12 p.m.
production will be taken from a composi-
tion called "Word Dances'' written by.
Don Eliott specifically for Thurber's
cartoons.
"A Thurber Carnisal" is this year's
state touring production. The tour at-
tempts to reach schools in Maine with
little or no dramatic programs..
June MacFarlund
Lougee and
Frederick's Florists
292 State St.. Bangor
offers healthy. well cared for plants
at a price a student can afford.
Decorate your room with plants.
Open Mon.-Thurs. 8 to 5:30
EARN
FREE SKIING
AT WILDCAT.
Organize a group of ten or more
to ski Wildcat and get your ski
vacations free. Details write:
Wildcat Mountain Rt. 16. Jackson.
NH 03846. or call 1-800-258-8902.
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"THE DOME"
JUST ARRIVED
A fuii line of the finest
x-country skis on the market.
SPRINT-ROTTEFELLA
BINDINGS-SVVIX WAXES
• • • •
BICYCLE SALE
MOTOBECANE MIRAGE
$172.50 Now $150.00
NOTOBECANE NOMADE
$145.00 Now 125.00
necial; MERCIER
$1 64.50 Now S125.00
2 tires 26x1 318 for $5.88
2 tires 27x1'4 for $588
C.O.A.T. SPECIAL
$8.95
Clean
Oil
Adjust
Tighten
Still have a few
x-country skis 1 2 Price
BREWER CINEMA CENTER 989-3313
Nightly
7 & 9:05
Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.
THE BIGGEST MOVIE
Of ALL TIMEI
PLUS CO-HIT
Nightly
7 & 9
Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m
HELD OVER I
FIFTH WEEK I
•THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MOUNTAIN.
Westgate Cinema
Nightly 7 & 8:45
HReaches the ultimate
in sensuous heights"
PLUS CO-HIT
IDING HIGH
Starts Sunday
Ross Meyer's "Super
Vixens"
ANN MARGARET
ELTON JOHN
JACK NICHOLSON
HELD OVER
Switches to
Bangor Cinema
Nightly
7&9
Atf
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Gambino's
Looking for a good meal in Orono? Go to
Gambino's.
This place has two things going for
it—good food and a pleasant atmosphere.
And the prices are not too expensive
either. Since re-opening under new
management last year. Gambino's has
made a marked improvement over its
former state.
The dining room has an old-fashioned
flavor to it. and the Library Lounge is not
to be overlooked. There is live entertain-
ment on weekends as well.
Sandwiches and dinners are both on the
menu, as well as the old college
favorite—the golden brew. Many offerings
are charcoal grilled, giving a barbecue
aroma to them.
For a treat try the Big John Huard
Burger—two cheeseburgers on Syrian
bread. with all the trimmings.
Subway Sandwich
One of the highlights of the "restaurant
district" in Orono is a small place on
Main Street. formerly known as Giant
Sub, but now called Subway Sandwich. It
is basically what the name says, a
sub-sandwich shop. but they also serve
pizzas and soda.
There is a small dining room, but only
counter service is available. The variety of
subs available is good. and the product.
%%hen it Teaches the customer's palate, is
quite pleasing indeed. Prices range from
S.75 to SI.75. and most varities are
available in both small and large sizes.
Suggested choice: Ham and Genoa sub.
ith provolone cheese, and everything on
it.
Governor's
Stith% ater still has a viable threat to the
‘golden arches—Go‘ernor's. With good
food and relatively quick service—it's
ohs ious why people flock there for lunch
and dinner so often.
Inside there is no definable, or definate,
atmosphere which one can recognize, but
it is pleasant and functional. The menu
contains both sandwiches and dinners, as
%yell as pizza. One of the best features of
Governer's if regular weekly specials.
such as pizza smorgasbord on Mondays.
and a fish fry every Friday.
Guy's can be best described as good
service, good food, at a reasonable price.
MacDonald's
About the best thing you can say about
McDonald's these days is that it's
everywhere. From Taiwan to Fort Kent. if
you've got munchies. or a hankering for
some quick, soggy. stringy French Fries.
chances are there's a set of golden arches
in town.
Even the speed is nothing to talk about
anymore, and neither are the ever-
increasing prices (remember when the
hamburger was 18 cents?). The atmos-
phere is no fun, either, unless you're in
your own little world when you walk in.
But you're not supposed to stay and eat,
anyway. So if you want to get in and out of
some place quick. and take care of some
munchies for a mere 51-plus. go to Mac's.
The menu is fairly long, with some good
choices, and you can probably get there
and back with a meal inside of 15 minutes.
which sure beats the dining halls.
Oronoka
Forget about all the other hamburgers
you've eaten at a commercial food
establishment; you might as well forget
about the big ones your mother used to
make, too. Because you're about to be let
in on one of the best-kept secrets in New
England: the Oronoka hamburger.
It's one of those phenomenons you
won't believe until you actually encounter
it. No bullshit, these are the specs: about
five inches across, one and a half inches
thick of the leanest beef you'll ever see in
a hamburger. That's because when you
order. John Kobritz will step over to a side
of beef sitting on a side table back in the
kitchen, slice off several cubes, and
hand-grind it right there. Just for you.
You can watch, if yoti want.
If you don't want a hamburger. just
tell them what you want. If its not on the
menu, ask anyway, and they'll negotiate
the price. after you've eaten.
The best bet is the smorgasboard on
Wednesdays and any special occasion
offering sufficient excuse. All you can
eat—more than you can eat— for less than
a fiver.
Pat's
Someone described it recently as a
greasy spoon with beer downstairs. The
sign out front says Farnsworth Cafe, but
everyone calls it Pat's.
To most on campus. Pat's means pizza.
And their pizzas are probably the best of
the area. For two bucks you can get
double dough, double cheese, combination
of items (peppers. mushrooms. etc.).
Pat's also means the Bruins, the
Celtics. and Canadian football on cable.
The best combination, however is pizza
and stooges. Walk in at 4:30 any
afternoon, order a pitcher of beer, the
pizza of your choice, and watch the
Three Stooges on the tube.
Paul's Pizza
If you like doughy-crusted pizzas with a
scanty sampling of tomatoes, cheese and
other goodies. then Paul's in Orono is the
place. For those who prefer pizza with a
breaded taste, this fills the bill—with a
price-tag that doesn't! Paul's has yet to
Freshly-Cut Flowers
Tropical Plants
Imported Gifts
Jcz aciptufitst
TEL: 866-2100
46 Main St.. Orono
OPEN
MON-SAT, 9-5
Welcome offer to the UMO students
from
The Dream Machine
Airport Mall, Bangor
present this coupon Mon.-Thurs. 
for a play on any game. FREE!!
* Students ID's presented on
Wed. entitles owner to one Free
play also
Limit 1 to customer—no cash valu4,
realize the atmospheric and acoustic
potential in its downtown shop—but if you
don't mind wall-to-wall windows with
neon lights shining through. you'll be
right at home. Draft beer is also available,
in quaint plastic cups that will remind you
of your latest beer bash. And Paul's
provides dried red peppers for sprinkling
on its pizza. for those who are lost without
that spicy flavor. All in all. Paul's offers
its inexpensive product in a functional
atmosphere, which is just fine when
you're ravenous.
Pesaro's
Pesaro's beetles have zipped around
campus delivering pizzas for so many
years now, that they almost seem like an
institution here at UMO. So does their
famous pizza—it's saved many a student
from starvation at the hands of the
dreaded cafeteria.
Among the pizza barons of the Orono
area, Pesaro's is undoubtedly rated high
taste-wide—the only trouble is they tend
to be tops price-wise. too. But if money's
no problem, then munch away.
11
Pesaro's pizza is heavy on the dough
and tomato, lighter on cheese, and they
come in a variety of sizes. But the best
part of all, for the hungry student trapped
on campus. is Pesaro's free delivery for all
orders.
So—remember the beetle!
Phineas T. Tavern
If you sing the academic blues on
Thursday nights. this is a worthwhile
place to go. Normally frequented by jocks
and Greeks, this place has enough going
for it to appeal to anyone. Prices are
reasonable, and its a good place to meet
and talk, watch T.V. and play pool. pinball
or shuffleboard. Basically. the Phinaes T.
Tavern is a fun place to go to get nagging
things off your mind.
So that's it.
Here you have a fairly representative
sampling of your local food (or slop)
purveyors. If any places have been left
out, we regret the error.
So. UMO. eat 'em up!
by the Campus Staff
Benjamin's Tavern
123 Franklin St. Bangor. 9.12-7192
Open lunch Mon.-Fri. 6 Dinner 7-days
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Sincerely,
Jane H. Pease, Chairman
Council of Colleges
step forward and uttering, "1
have seen rock and roll future
and his name is Bruce
Springsteen." Oh no! Critics
were shocked, the people were
amazed and the scholars
searched the Old Testament to
see if he had taken the line
from there. Well, those cer-
tainly were exciting days but
we live in the present and the
present is wonderful.
Even now as I write, I
continually flip back to the top
of this rough draft to change
the number in the first para-
graph As more Springsteen
articals come to my attention.
Just looking back, the number
now stands at 1.437 but this is
only Tuesday and.. .oh wait,
1,438—a friend just dropped
one off.
Well, after reading so many
articals you can imagine I feel
like a Bruce Springsteen
scholar—I do. So what do I
think of the man? What's the
use? 1 feel that after 1.441 (it
changed) articles read, there is
really nothing I could say that
has not been said already. I'm
not the only one who has come
to this conclusion either. The
articles being written today are
only comments on other critics'
comments. In some, the man or
album in question is not even
mentioned. It's become a game
of evaluating critics. The two
exceptions of this, of course,
are the current cover stories by
both Time and Newsweek.
These are about the man
himself only because a large
segment of their readership
may be unfamiliar (is it
possible?) with Bruce
Springsteen.
So here I am adding yet
another writing to the pile. I am
still waiting for Russian
reaction as covered by Pravda.
Dave Humphrey
Pictorial playback
To the Editor:
Rudy Vallee on tour in
Adrian, Michigan, circa 1928-
29, wearing a "Homborg" hat
and smokirg a Camel while
winding his movie camera.
Hi, Freshmen!
Frank D. Briggs
Farmington
Michigan
The count goes on
To the Editor:
The October 10th article
concerning the Diffusion of
Technology research project
contains an erroneous conclu-
sion.
Two points in the article are
correct: 1) the project. suppor-
ted by the National Science
Foundation, will require sup-
plemental funding in its third
year. This is mainly due to
unforeseen cost escalations
during the 36 month period
covered by the research; 2) the
grant includes a University of
Maine overhead charge of some
40 percent. All universities
apply an overhead charge to
such contracts and the Univer-
sity of Maine's charge is low in
comparison with other schools.
These two facts are correct.
1-lov,ever they are unrelated.
The need for additional funds is
lot related to the University's
policy of charging overhead to
research contracts.
Sincerely yours.
Thomas D. Duchesneau
Principal Investigator
Associate Professor
of Economics
The StimulS Condom.
Delicately ribbed to help a woman let go.
Now you can reach a level of sexual pleasure
that only months ago was unheard of. A con-
dom delicately ribbed to give a woman gentle,
urging sensations. Yet, with a shape and
thinness that let a man feel almost like he's
wearing nothing at all. •
Made with a new -nude- latex that transmits
body heat instantaneously. Stimula is supremely
sensitive. It's anatomically shaped to cling
to the penis. And SK-70. a remarkable "dry"
silicone lubricant works with natural secretions
so Stimula's scientifically patterned ribs
can massage and caress a woman effortlessly
Made by the world's largest manufacturer of
condoms, a million have already been sold in
Sweden and France Orders are shipped in
discreet packages. Send for your sample today
Stamford Hygienics Inc Dept KO-1
114 Manhattan Street Stamford. Conn 05i904
Please send roe (Check Box)
O $3 sampler pack of 12 Stimula
O $1 sampler pack of 3 Stimula
Free catalog sent with either order describing
our entire new line of erotic condoms
E Check LI Cash S MO Enclosed
Name 
Addresc
City 
State Zip 
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Facts are straight, but...
To the Editor:
When this very piece I am
writing now appears in print I
will read it. It will be the
1.642nd article on Bruce
Springsteen I have read in the
past eight weeks (if I don't read
several before then, which is
very unlikely). I've read them
all. Every one. By the end of
the month (if not sooner) there
will not be a single publication,
in this country or any other.
that has not had at least one
major story on Bruce
Springsteen.
Everyone who has ever
reviewed an album feels a
moral obligation to review his
new one. There has been more
critical material written on
"Born to Run" than
Shakespere's King Lear (and
this in only eight weeks. )
I have made reading
Springsteen articles my life
these past eight weeks. It's not
a game nor an obsession: it's a
challenge. I am keeping track
and as far as I know. I hold the
record for the number of
Springsteen articals read. My
Pease is
To the editor
I am pleased with the Cam-
pus report on faculty salaries in
the October 14 issue. Appar-
ently. however, one of my
comments to your reporter was
unclear and I should like to set
the record straight.
UMO has the lowest average
faculty salaries of any New
England land grant university.
Among the seven campuses of
the University of Maine system,
average salaries at UMO rank
lowest only at the instructor
level. They rank third from the
bottom at the assistant profess-
or level and fourth from the
number does not even include
any articles written about him
previous to this eight week
period, but I have read those
too. Way back in '73 with the
release of his debut album,
"Greetings from Asbury Park,
N.J.". There were some good
ones! Many as enthusiastic as
the current ones-only fewer in
number. Many called him "the
new Dylan" as I remember.
Those critics (although now
experiencing a field day by
issuing a barrage of I-told-you-
so's) exhibited some embar-
rassment for a couple years at
writing such superlative
comments about Mr.
Springsteen when, not only his
first but his second album as
well, failed to sell to the
multitude. Still some critics,
refusing to be proven wrong,
went right ahead.
Rolling Stone proclaimed the
second album. "The Wild, the
Innocent and the E Street
Shuffle". Album of the Year
and Jon Landau (then working
for Rolling Stone) astonished
the world by taking a proud
pleased
bottom at the associate profes-
sor level. At the full professor
level they rank at the top.
Nonetheless, according to the
American Association of Uni-
versity Professors 1975 report.
UMO faculty salaries rank be-
low the 20th percentile nation-
ally at every rank. This means
that, for its category--a univer-
sity with extensive graduate
work--UMO ranked lower than
did all the other campuses
within their respective categor-
ies.
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Hindered by independent study
Bio 1 students dissatisfied with new course
by Lt111n1 Stank°
"Bio I", the introductory biology
course begun this fall at UMO, is running
into problems according to Dr. Douglas
Gelinas. assoc. professor of botany and
director of the Bio 1 program. Communi-
cation problems and student failure to use
the educational opportunities available
were cited as key reasons for the course's
lack of success.
The course, which combines the course
contents of Zoology 3 and Botany I. was
developed with a $90,000 grant from the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Gelinas said
all funds have been spent from the grant,
and UMO has taken over the program.
Bio 1 was designed by Gelinas and Dr.
Julian F. Haynes, professor of zoology.
The course was tried on a limited basis
last spring.
Gelinas said both Zo 3 and Bt 1 had
become so close in course content over the
years that it was logical to combine the
material into one course. Zo 3 and Bt 1
covered basic general concepts only since
specialization was impossible given the
different backgrounds of students taking
the course.
Both Bt 1 and Zo 3 were independent
study courses, as Bio I is. The course is
arranged so students work at their own
pace and can receive from 1.2 to 5.6
credits, based on the amount of material
each student covers.
About 1,085 students are registered this
semester in Bio 1. But according to the
registrat's office, have dropped the
course, representing 11 per cent of those
students originally registered.
Gelinas said the Bio 1 course structure
was designed to benefit students. The
course allowS the student to have indivi-
dualized instruction and to work at his
own pace. Gelinas said a course in which a
student attends lecture three times weekly
for an hour is much easier and less
time-consuming for an instructor than the
present Bio 1 course.
Bio 1 is divided into units worth varying
credit values from 2 to 1 credit. Students
have a mimeographed text written by
Haynes and Gelinas, "lectures" on
cassettes, a study center open over 80
hours per week where they can get help.
and a hot line (7710) which they can call
for answers to some questions according
to Gelinas.
Bicentennial group will entertain
student support for celebration
In this bicentennial sear of the Ameri-
can Revolution, no celebrations are
planned for UMO. according to Ronald F.
Banks. chairman of the Maine State
American Bicentennial Commission.
Banks. a UMO history professor. said
he would find it highly desirable, how-
ever. if a group of people would get
together to plan an event for the campus.
He stressed that me application deadline
for money from the Bicentennial group is
running short. "We're working on the
assumption. he added. "that the Jan.
1976 (commission) meeting will be the last
meeting 'a hen we will be able to accept
grant requests."
Banks has been involved with the
commission since it was established by the
Maine State Legislature in 1972. The
commission is charged with sifting
through funds requests and awarding
grants for Bicentennial programs.
These grants are awarded on a match-
ing basis. Under such a system, a group
seeking funds from the commission raises
money for its project and the Bicentennial
group adds a matching amount.
So far, Banks said, the commission has
awarded $300.000 in this fashion, to
programs ranging from an architectural
history of Maine being compiled at Colby
College to a dramatic presentation of
"The Burning of Falmouth" to be
performed by the Children's Theatre of
Portland. This figure could reach one
million dollars by July 4. 1976, he added.
The reenactment three weeks ago of
Benedict Arnold's Expedition to Quebec
claimed a large portion of the state's
Bicentennial funds, as have several
historical projects.
The commission received its funding
from various sources. The federal govern-
ment chipped in $440.0001240,000 from a
Congressional appropriation, and $200,000
in non-appropriated funds. These monies
were channeled through the National
American Revolution Bicentennial Com-
mission. An additional $200,000 was
generated by the state commission
through various activities around the
state.
The commission has also sold Bicenten-
nial medals, license plates and decanters
to raise money.
Banks called the Bicentennial "one
great big birthday celebration, with
emphasis on historical cultural events
America." he said. "is made up of a lot of
diverse groups. The Bicentennial gives
them an opportunity to pursue their
cultural interests and pursue those which
might not be realized or accomplished
without the Bicentennial."
Campus
Classifieds
and
Personals
Classified and Personal advertisements can be placed at the Marne
Campus Business Offices located in 106 Lord Hall, Monday through
Friday, only, during regular business hours 9 to 5 Deadline for
Classifieds and Personals is 12 noon the business day before publication
The Maine Campus reserves the right to reject any or all advertisements
for publication
RATES:Classified advertisements are 10 cents per word, per issue,
payable in advance Personal advertisements are 5 cents per word, per
issue, payable in advance. 50 cents minimum Advertisements that sail
solicit, or are used for any business purposes are NOT personal ads
CLASSIFIEDS
MEN—WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer job or career
Send $300 for information SEAFAX. DEPT
E-7 BOX 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362
SALE-compact Longines Symphonette stereo.
portable, $30 1975 Prism-$6.0O
PERSONALS
ATTENTION CAMPUS WOMEN'
Theta Chi stud service pre-Halloween special
$6 50 included souvenir towel, massage and
"Adult Fun and Games" Remember, •;114Ar •
Chi--Where satisfaction if guaranteed and the
customer always comes first Ask for Gentle-
man John or Dan
P S Don't be discouraged by long lines
Chaquita
Long days Short nights Don't let them
discourage you; This time of the year the
nights start getting longer
Bambino
Wilky:
'Kereckshuns- is all right! Way to get in
there! Stay Put.
CAR
To Bo Sox
You can't win them alit
Big Red
Mopey
Why don't you ever smile? And why do you
always look at your feet? You must have the
best tied shoes in town! Stop looking so sad,
come up to my room and I'll really give you
something to smirk about
Foxy
Coffee Maker
Students also can take the tests over.
Exams are scheduled in the evenings and
on weekends.
Despite all these opportunities designed
for the students' convenience. Gelinas
said several students interviewed dislike
the course and are not doing well.
The independent course structure is
disliked by most students. One freshman
honor student, who wished to remain
unidentified. said. "It seems like a lot for
someone to handle, their first semester in
college. I have enough trouble disciplining
myself to go to scheduled lectures."
Another student said because there is
no specific deadline for Bio 1, he just
keeps putting it off. He suggested that
there should be time limits for each unit,
if a student requests it (the time limit) for
himself.
Most of the students echoed these
views, however. But, one biology major
said that, except for the first unit, the
course v.as not bad.
Gelinas noted that the Bio 1 students
are not taking full advantage of help
available. He said that the study center is
often "sparsley populated". and sched-
uled help sessions are not full. He said
one, although up to 50 students may sign
up for a session, only 15 did.
Students also have the opportunity
within two days after taking an exam to go
over it before repeating it. But Gelinas
said that only a few of the student avail
themselves of the opportunity.
Gelinas tries to contact students himself
through letters. The department also runs
ads, in the Campus, reminding students
what they should have accomplished in
the course at certain time intervals.
Several students have expressed a
desire for optional lectures. However,
Gelinas said when Bio 1 was offered last
spring, the lectures were discontinued due
to lack of attendance. Of the 150 students
in the course last spring, a survey
indicated about 80 percent liked the
approach. Gelinas said.
Gelinas said UMO's shortage of funds
and instructors was not behind Bio 1. The
cheapest way to teach a course, he noted,
is to find the biggest room, fill it with
students and put an instructor in front of
the room.
Bio 1 would not have been possible
without the $90,000 grant, he added. Most
of that money was used to buy cassette
recorders, supplies, equipment and to
renovate 101 Deering Hall for use as a
study center.
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160-
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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layer-coach reflects on
he joys of playing Rugby
"Rugby? Because..."
It's not Craig Bogosian's nature to leave
ne hanging out on a limb, but when
sked why in this land of milk and
honely does he participate in this phy-
sically gruelling sport, his face lights up,
he leans back, and his mind begins to
wander.
"I got involved in rugby three years ago
in the spring of '73 and I've been hooked
ever since. It's hard to explain why I
participate in rugby. It's just so fan-
tastic!"
Parallel to Bogosian's obvious liking to
rugby has been the increasing interest
here at UMO. Since its conception on the
campus five years ago. the rugby club,
like the Virginia Slims woman, has come a
long way.
At the outset, the team, founded by
Ken Bloom and Bill King (who graduated
last year). consisted of just a handful of
daring players—barely enough to get the
sport off the ground. In fact, on many
occasions, less than 12 players would
show for a scheduled game and in
regulation play, a team must field fifteen
players.
"I could see the club changing for the
better" Bogosian noted. -At first we
played on the rundown field where the
new Mathematics building is currently
being constructed. But with the assistance
of Woody Carville and Jimmy Dunvey, we
have our present practice field and can
rest assured our game field will be lined
and ready.
On the financial side of things, the
future appears to be looking up. The
student senate recently allocated $200
dollars and a dues system which has each
player chip in $5 helps with the occuring
costs, too numerous to enumerate. But
that keg of beer after the game has to
come from somewhere.
Without spending any needless time
reiterating the annals of rugby history. I
concentrated my efforts on Bogosian. the
acting coach of the team. At the time of
our interview, he had just been informed
the campus doctors that he had
suffered a concussion and possible hair-
line fracture in the recent Portland match.
Still, his love for the game remains
unchanged. "Rugby is called a gentle-
man's sport and there's a reason for it".
he said. "For example, in that Portland
match, we had a keg out after the game
and within minutes I was talking with
three opponents. In no other sport does
this happen so often."
Because of his unswerving feelings
TAKE A CLOSE
LOOK
AT WHAT THE
BOSTON STORE
HAS FOR YOU
OVER 5 TONS OF LEVIS
ON DISPLAY
Every size style and
color imaginmable
JEANS THAT FIT YOU!
about this bellicose type of game,
Bogosian still claims that. "Rugby is a
very enjoyable sport".
For Bogosian. rugby is a cross between
football with its incessant drive to win
and backyard touch. "After playing
rugby, you learn to accept the eventual
outcome of a game, whether it be win,
lose, or draw. You learn that winning isn't
the end of the worls. Playing—that's what
is important."
A slow wry smile creeps onto his face.
"One guy I know, we call him 'Carbo'.
said he would never participate in a rugby
game and accused us of being crazy. Now,
he plays in the middle of the scrum
(similar to the 'pit' in football termin-
ology)."
You have this feeling he's right. Rugby
does attract people of all shapes and
sizes—especially those who enjoy a game
for what it is—a game. As Bogosian
noted, people are tiring easily of all the
ferocity built into many sports and are
developing ambivalent views towards the
'win' aspect, too.
"When you witness a rugby match, it
appears at first, very rough and crude, but
just the fact that the opponents get to
know each other personally by talking and
drinking after the game makes the sport
something special."
He goes on by saying; "There's a
respect rugby teams have for each other.
You hardly ever see a fight. Rugby is just
a very together sport and people are
beginning to realize this."
So it seems in this world of aches and
high thresholds of pain there are some
who find enjoyment from playing a contact
sport for love of the game. For those who
neither believe Bogosian or want to. there
will be a rugby match this Saturday at
1:30 against the Dover. New Hampshire
rugby club here at Orono. And when
someone asks you why you went to the
match maybe then you can come up with
some answers.
Visit Our
Sporting Goods
Department
For Men and Women
Warm Up Suits
Gym Suits
and Athletic Footwear
A. J. GOLDSMITH
Men's Wear- Sporting Goods
10 North Main St., Old Town
DOSTON
STORE
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Booters absorb seventh defeat
as POGO smothers rally, 4-3
The Black Bear booters were un-
successful in their bid Wednesday. to
catch up to the ever-leading UMPG team,
and atter tailing to capitalize on last
minute opportunities. finally lost to the
Huskies, 4-3.
The Portland-Gorham team scored first
on a slip through pass by Brian Cooke to
lineman Randy Savona, who fired the ball
past Maine goalie Phil Torsney. Within
five minutes. Scott Allen of UMPG headed
a difficult pass in front of the Maine goal
to teammate John Sylva, who tapped it
into the nets for the Huskies second goal.
Gil de Campos finally put Maine on the
scoreooard when he threaded a pass from
Teddy Woodbrey on an indirect kick, into
the UMPG nets. The Huskies retaliated
immediately with their third goal by
lineman Mike Duffy from Andy Wittaker.
69
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0
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But the Black Bears added another 
goal
before the end of the half when Ted
Woodbrey took a pass by Brian Peterson
out of the air and blasted it past surprised
Huskie goalie Bill Quinn.
Eleven minutes into the second half.
Huskies' Cooke dribbled through a squad
of Maine players before putting the ball
into the corner of the nets. It was
Woodbrey who ended the games scoring
when he placed the ball into the UMPG
goal, on a cross from right-wing Dave
Jeffreys.
It was Maine's seventh loss of the
season against four wins and their Yankee
Conference record is now 1-4. The booters
will play their last game of the season
away at the University of Vermont this
Saturday.
UNIVERSITY Tcc;Z,
S. rill, •v• Gent
24 HR TEL 827,3650
SHOWN DAILY
7100 & 9:00
SAT. & SUN. Met. at 7:00
Sherlock Holmes—his limits:
Knows nothing of common garden-
ing; well up in belladonna, opium,
and poisons generally. Plays the
violin well.
THE HOUND OF
THE BASIKERVILUES
In 1939 a highly censored motion pic- 
•-
lure struggled out of Hollywood. The
re •
has been a lot of talk that something li
ke
a conspiracy boiled around this fil
m,
because what it contained was not goo
d
for public), consumption. Cut from it were
the innutThdoes that depicted one man
's
different approach, an elementary ap-
proach—pure deduction. This poigna
nt
film, set in the late 19th century, displ
ayed
the first. hip cop— a violin-playing 
cop,
a junkie cop hooked on a 7% solution.
His record—unimpeachable; his habits
eccentric; his name—Sherlock Holme11.7
We proudly present the uncensored oni-
l-
ginal version of The Hound of the Baske
t-
., Starring Basil Rathbone & Nisei
Bruce:-. Not seen legally in the U.S. Fir
Canads...on TV or theatre for over 30 y•sr
-
Plus the only film interview with-...84 ArOns
Conan Doyle talking about Holmes. ofcult pai
ences, & psychic phenomena.
Clockwork at .
Deliverance at 9:15 
Yarrina JON VOIGHT BURT RE YNOl DS •
MALL ORONO
24U5 TEL 1127.72,6
DAILY 700 & 9:00
A crazy movie. Camelot done in
a fun house.- CBS TV
r **ft
;Spikers extend record
Following in the footsteps of last year's
16-1 season, the UMO women's volleyball
team, sporting a 11-1 record, keep on
doing what they know how to do
best---win!
Under the guidance of Coach Janet
Anderson, the varsity women are taking
dead aim on their fourth consecutive state
crown and a second appearance in the
New England Regionals.
The success behind this year's team, a
team that has suffered only one lone
setback at the hands of UNH, is the high
quality of dedication and team spirit.
According to Coach Anderson she has
been pleased most during this fall season
b the "dedication of the team members to
the game of volleyball and the schedule
we deal with. Their attitude is tremendous
and they know they can win. The varsity
members of the team help me out by
working with the new members. It's a real
team sport."
In looking back over the season,
Anderson cited that their single loss to
UNH had a lot to do with the attitude of
the squad. The head coach remarked that
"we made some costly mistakes against
them. Since then the team has worked and
You've
been there.
Now you
can help
them.
They've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,
they'll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been — and
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young-
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor. .. as guidance counsel-
ors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps .. . as mission-
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short-
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.
worked and now the other teams make the
Mistakes."
It seems that this extra effort by the
UMO women has paid off. Since that early
season defeat the squad has reeled off
eight consecutive victories including a
16-14, 15-7 sweep over UNH in the return
match. "That was our biggest game of the
year. The girls got a real lift by beating
New Hampshire," said Anderson.
The highlight of the season for the 11
women volleyball squad was their recent
win over the College of St. Louis from
Edmundston, New Brunswick, by scores
of 15-2. 15-9.
Putting past laurels aside, the next test
for the UMO volleyball squad comes this
evening when the Maine women take on a
tough UConn team at Connecticut.
This game could have great bearing on
UMO's bid for a second invitation to the
New England Women's Volleyball Tour-
nament being held at Southern Connecti-
cut State College in New Haven. Anderson
stressed that last year's record and their
1974 consolation championship in the
Regionals at Delaware, along with this
years credentials, would all be big factors
in determining their bid to the 16-team
November 21-22 tournament.
For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
• Father Joseph, S.D.B. Room B-163
• SalesiansOF ST. JOHN BOSCOFilors Lane, West Haverstraw, N Y 10993
I am interested in the Priesthood E Brotherhood H
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Oops!
A little risque, wouldn't you say? Bypassing the obvious,
one can readily see lots of action in any given field hockey
game. The women take their excellent 9-1 record into the
state tourney today at Bowdoin College.
Field hockey team ends season,
awaits state tourney at Bowdoin
The UMO women's field hockey team
defeated Bates 3-2 in a tight defensive
game held Tuesday.
UMO vk as the first to score on a goal by
center forward. Lynn Shostak and assisted
by Georgia Tuttle. Later in the first half.
Georgia Tuttle pulled the Bates goalie out
of the net and scored on a long, hard drive
from the corner. Bates netted one later to
end the first half with the score 2-1.
The first twenty-five minutes of the
second half were dominated by the Bates
offense. There were several opportunities
to score but the UMO defense held tight.
Maine had one opportunity to score but
the ball was lost in the shuffle of feet and
hit out by the Bates defense.
Bates broke the defensive battle tying
the score 2-2 with eleven minutes to play
in the half, but two minutes later, Jane
Woodbrey of UMO broke the tie, scoring
the key goal and leading UMO to their
ninth victory.
This was the team's last regular season
game. Scheduled next are the States, to
be held October 24-25 at Bowdoin College.
The fieldhockey team, after a successful
WADLEICHIS
STORE
Stiliwater Ave , Old Town
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER &WINE
OPEN:
MON-THURS 8:00-11:00
FRI-SAT 8 am-12:00
SUN 8:30-10:00
 •
record of 9-1. will be entering the states.
against eight other teams. They are:
Bates, Nassau, Colby, Bowdoin, UMO and
the Universities of Maine at Farmington,
Presque Isle and Portland-Gorham.
The UMO team has shown many
improvements over the season and Jeanne
Walsh, coach of the varsity team says,
"the offense is moving, there's coopera-
tion...the girls are talking to each other."
Maine will face stiff competition with
Bates and Bowdoin at the States and
another team to watch will be Farmington,
especially after their performance last
week.
The girls have been plagued with
several injuries throughout the season and
are missing the talents of goalie Donna
Chadbourne and halfback Kim O'Conner.
"Otherwise, we should be very healthy.
Walsh noted. Three JV players will be
picked up for the States.
UMO has gone to the States for the past
five years and has taken the title twice
and placed second twice. "They took it in
72 and 73 and will take it in 75." Walsh
promised.
MAINE REVIEW 
( prose & poetry)
Submissions accepted
through Tues., Oct. 28
265 Stevens
c/o Nancy Haskell, ed.
TAPES
8
-track • cassette - reel to reel
UNDERGROUND•UNRELEASED
STUDIO & RARE LIVE RECORDING
"CIUSTOM•MADE" tapes
Whatever you want on tape, we'll make
it for you.
For up-to-date list & custom-made
tape information write:
BULLSEVE ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 432
OLD TOWN, ME. 04468
.1
